Kappel Addresses Convocation;
Receives Honorary Law Degree
Frederick R. Kappel, Chairman of the Board of
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company
was the featured speaker today at the dedication of
The Whittemore School of Business and Economics.
A t the ceremony he was presented with an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree from the University.
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Counterspy Tells Story
“ Communists look for the best
people they can get because
they know they need the best
minds if they are to succeed,”
said Herbert Philbrick, yester
day evening in the Strafford
Room as the featured speaker
of the Young Americans for
Freedom, a recently organized
conservative group on campus.

Mr. Kappel, who spearheaded the Telstar Satel
lite program, is the head of the largest private enter
prise venture in the world, a company which has
$27.9 billion dollars in assets, 730,000 employees and
2,200,00 stockholders. A man who began his tele
phone career in 1924 by digging holes for telephone
poles, he is an outspoken defender of the free enterprize system. Yet he is equally outspoken in describ
ing his company’s responsibility to the public.

Philbrick, a former counterspy and member o f the Com
munist party, was responsible
for uncovering numerous Com
munist activities in the U. S.
during his nine years as a
volunteer counterspy.

In a recent article in “ Saturday Review,” Kappel
stated, “ Our company’s only license to exist is public
satisfaction. W e must serve the public’s needs better
tomorrow than today.” He restated this philosophy in
his speech here today, excerpts from which follow.
“ . . . ‘Dynamic’ is a popular give young people who aspire
word these days. However, it ta management careers a real
isn’t the last word, not by a istic view of the opportunities
long shot. So far as I can ob ahead o f them, and how they
serve, the Russians have man need to grow and develop in
aged to be pretty dynamic these preparation fo r management
last thirty years or more, responsibility . . .
though it remains to be seen
“ If a person wants to develop
whether communism can keep it
up. In the long run, I believe himself as a manager, then
the rigidity o f the communist management competence— just
state will come to hamper eco that— should be his aim, Fixed
nomic progress rather than en ideas that may have crystalcourage it. But without going ized out o f the study o f special
into that deoate, the dynamic ized subjects will only inter
economy I see as desirable is fere . . .
likewise a free economy. It is
“ Specialized
knowledge
is
an economy that thrives on
useful and important, and often
freedom and also helps to build
a person may make his best
more of what it thrives on . . . long-run contribution to a busi
“ I would hope therefore that ness in some specialized role.
that the school o f business— But not by letting the specialty,
this school or any other— would whatever it is, determine his
see its role as being essentially outlook prematurely. Rather, he
to turn out graduates who have needs to learn form experience
not merely a certain competence, how to use his knowledge in the
a certain training that will be context of the management
useful in the vocations they task . . .
select, but who have more im
Public Responsibility
portantly, the drive and enthus
“ The second question I sub
iasm to make things move; the
will to grow up and step up mit as a matter of critical con
cern to business and business
to responsibilities of large im
portance. To my mind it is schools alike is the sense of
public responsibility . . .
these character qualities in indi
vidual people that we must have
“ No one could believe more
to make a free economy dy wholeheartedly in private enter
namic, and keep a dynamic prise than I do. But no enter
economy free . . .
prise is so private that it can
‘‘Let me say at once that I do without public spirit . . .
think the business schools have Let us ask ourselves: why does
a difficult role to fulfill— but a business — any business —
perhaps for that very reason, a exist ? From one point o f view,
role that is all the more excit to succeed financially, to earn
a healthy profit, to grow, to
ing . . .
prosper . . .
Ability Only Requirement
(Continued on Page 7)
“ I realize that the proportion
of responsible management jobs
held oy college graduates has
gone up in the last generation.
This is probably because a
larger proportion of the competant people go to college.
But a college education is never
an absolute requirement. This
March 29 through April 5 will
is one of the things 1 like about be United Clothing Drive Week
business; the only requirement on the UNH campus.
ror a management job at any
level is the ability to perform,
WIDC, MIDC, IFC and Panthrough practice . . .
hellenic-areconducting the drive.
These organizations will place
“ I doubt that the teaching, boxes in each housing unit and
the disipline, of the business fraternity pledges will pick up
school will ever become the the clothing at regular inter
absolute prerequisite to practice nals.
as in medicine or architecture
or law . . . But the fact that
The Church World Service in
formal business education is not cooperation with the National
indispensable does not limit its Council o f Churches will distri
potential. It might even be said bute the clothing into 40 foreign
to increase it. T or the doors to countries on the basis o f need
the future are wide open. There and without reference to race
are fewer traditions but more creed or political belief. In 1962
creative possibilities . . . And 375 separate shipments o f relief
just as business organizations goods including food, clothing,
must demonstrate accomplish sent overseas.
Material aid
ments that are persuasive of goods incuding food, clothing,
their worth and mettle, so too, blankets and other supplies
I think, the schools of business have been distributed to impov
must also persuade— by demon erished, destitute and other
stration— in order to make needy persons in hospitals, or
their way . . . By persuasion I phanages and welfare centers
mean the ability to get sound, throughout the world.
constructive things to happen
Almost every item o f cloth
that otherwise wouldn’t hap
ing except neckties, hats, bath
pen . . .
ing suits and form al garments
“ I shall discuss briefly three is needed. There is a special
questions that I think business need for shoes.
schools
can
do
something
There will be a box placed in
about . . .
the Memorial Union fo r com
Realistic View
muters and faculty members
“ The first need I see is to who wish to contribute.

Clothing Needed
For United Drive

TEN CENTS

Immoral Code
The ends justifying t h e
means controls the criminal
conspiracy. This immoral code
is taught throughout innumer
able Communist front organiza
tions in the U. S. “ Our meetings
of the Cambridge Youth Council
were held at the YMCA,’ said
Philbrick.
“ The Communists’ aim is to
keep American people tranquil
lized, pacified to keep them
from doing anything,” said
Philbrick a b o u t Communist
tactics. , “ Our best
defense
against them is the maximum
amount of freedom.”

He is also author of the book
I LED THREE LIVES which
describes his three lives as that
“ We the free people o f the
of an ordinary citizen living in world are in serious danger of
Boston; a secret member o f the losing to Communists at an al
Communist criminal conspiracy; arming rate. I f we have any
hope or desire fo r liberty, we
and a volunteer counterspy.
must take a look at the enemy
Complete Phony
we face.”
“ It all began by accident,”
said Philbrick of his relations
with the Communist party. He
and his wife moved into Cam
bridge, Mass., and decided that
a good way to become acquainted _with the town was to join
ih
^0|*|0C
civic organizations.
Philbrick
III
«*vl I v 9
joined the Cambridge Youth
The University of New Hamp
Council, a Christian pacifist
council, and soon discovered that shire Blue and White series
it was not a legitimate youth will present a piano concert by
organization but a “ complete Beveridge Webster at 8:00 p.m.
phony,- a fraud, dominated and on April third in the Johnson
controlled by the Communists.” Theatre. Mr. Webster has ap
Unwittingly,
Philbrick
had peared on campus several times
meanwhile become chairman o f during 1960-61 as an Honorary
this Communist front organiz Fellow of Music.
ation.
Born in Pittsburg, Pennsyl
vania, Mr. Webster comes from
“ I felt that someone should a family a f musicians. He first
know o f the youth being victim played the piano at the age of
ized and went to the FBI in five, and at fourteen began his
Boston. This was the beginning studies under Isidor Phillip in
of a fantastic nine year’s ex Paris. The next year he won
perience which could have hap first prize at the American Con
pened to anyone as it did to me.” servatory
in
Fontainbleau.
A fter a series of concert tours
“ The FBI suggested staying
in all the countries o f Europe,
with the organization to find out he studied with Arthur Schnabel
what the Communists were in Berlin.
doing to young people. It is
always a privilege to be of
His first large-scale appear
service to the American way of ance in the United States took
life; and I was curious to find place in 1934, as soloist with
out answers to certain questions the New York Philharmonic.
— how certain characters could He has since played under many
victimize decent young people.” outstanding conductors, includ
ing
Koussevitsky, Ormandy,
Recruiting Grounds
Klemoerer, Monteux, Reiner,
Communist fronts have many Golschmann, and Paray.
useful purposes.: they are trans
Chiefly famous for his solo
mission belts fo r Communist Work in recital with orchestra,
propaganda; they raise money Beveridge Webster also plays
for the Communist party (an in chamber music ensembles,
example was the National Coun as an accompanist to singers
cil for American-Soviet Friend and instrumentalists, and is
ship which hundreds o f people interested in four-hand piano
contributed to ); and they serve music.
as recruiting grounds for Com
munists.
He has, made several tele
vision
appearances,
and
is
Philbrick said that many o f currently a teacher at the Julthese young people are misled liard School of Music.
in their schools to believe Com
munists are foreigners. “ They
In I960, Mr. Webster re-ac
also have the misconception quainted himself with European
that Communists thrive on audiences in Berlin, Paris, Am 
poverty. Actually, Communists sterdam, Munich, and London.
are your rich and professional On this, his first concert tour
men.
Philbrick cited Castro to Europe since the war, Mr.
and Lenin as members o f prom Webster enjoyed great public
inent and wealthy families.
favor as well as critical acclaim.

Webster Concert

Socialist Norman Thomas

(Photo by Chadbourne)

Socialist Presents Views
On U. S. Foreign Policy
By Mike Kubara

“ Our foreign policy is the
most important issue facing
America today,” said the bril
liant and distinguished Demo
cratic Socialist Norman Thom
as; “ the future o f mankind
rests upon it and in general it
is wrong.”
The 79 year old author-statesman who was invited to UNH
by the Inquirers analyzed the
present world situation and then
argued clearly, logically and
poignantly fo r the Socialist
conception of what it could and
ought to be.

Roman Spending
“ Consider the danger o f hav
ing General Walker— the hero
o f old Miss.— in charge o f U.S.
troops in Berlin.
And also
people like Barry Goldwater
who maintain that the road to
hell is paved with Health, Edm
cation and Welfare expenditures
and that the road to heaven is
paved with military spending;”
quipped the liberal. “ Goldwater
realizes,” he added “ that Caesar
destroyed the Roman Republic
by spending too much for
Health, Education and W elfare.”
Mr. Thomas outlined the posi
tion of Democratic Socialists on
foreign policy and said: “ The
life of the world depends upon
avoiding a major war and find
ing a permanent substitute.”
The four world crises which
must be overcome are (1) Dis
armament
(2)
International
order (3) Disengagement from
the “ little” issues and (4) De
feat of the great poverty in
which the world lives. He ex
plained each one of these points.

“ Mankind,” he said, “ lives in
an international anarchy . . .
where there
is no accepted
morality.” The one time min
ister suggested that the Christ
ian ideals which once permeated
all Europe have disintegrated
into the religion o f Nationalism.
These religions like Christianity
have
their
Commandments:
“ Thou shall not have false Gods
before me; Thou shall not kill
retail; and Thou shall not bear
“ We cannot prolong the arms
false witness against thy neigh race without drawing in nation
bor unless it is the interest of after nation.” And as the num
the nation.”
ber o f countries which possess
nuclear weapons increase so
Intimidation
does the threat o f nuclear war.
Mr. Thomas suggested that
“ And war,” he said simply, “ is
before the rise o f Kennedy—
unthinkable.”
“ who nearly always says the
right thing”— to the presidency
Mr. Thomas agreed that Sta
U S. foreign policy was pri lin was the primary cause o f the
marily concerned with intimi cold war but he added: “ Only
dating the rest o f the world to fools will say we have done all
stop the spread o f Communist we can to get universal disarm
expansion to the “ emerging” ament.”
He explained hownations. It has not been con some people believe that the
cerned with directly raising the reason that the U.S. does not
economic and social standards draft a reasonable treaty is
which would have stopped at that too many senators would
tempted Soviet expansion with not accept it because they replittle military effort. “ Commun- resent interests which are being
ism has failed,” he said, “ in all promoted by the arms race.
countries with adequate welfare “ We live in a military— indus
programs.”
trial complex,” he said; “ half of
“ There were times,” he contin all research grants, one third of
ued “ when we would have been all engineers and five million
closer to war than I care to workers are engaged in military
think.” He spoke of people who projects.” Mr. Thomas argued
were generally incompetent and that without disarmament there
misinformed and otherwise mis- ™ ld b« n? hoPe *?r tbe otbe^
taken and who have had and do »
? Pla? ks \n J he Socialist
have positions o f responsibility foreign policy platform,
in the government. The people
Needs Revision
maintain that the U.S. should
hopes fo r these three
concentrate on heavy military reside in the United Nations,
expenditures because they be- g U£ as ^ a t organization now
heve that the rigidity o f com- stands it is ineffective. And it
munism will hamper their eco- is ineffective because it does
nomic progress and that the not receive the necessary finandynamic free enterprise system
is bound to win.”
(Continued on Page 7)

Although less than 1 out of
a 100 become Communists from
these front organizations, these
have added up to 10,000 dedi
cated, hardened steel Com
munists in the United States
today.
“ People ask why should we
be concerned about a small
group o f Communists when the
U.S. boasts greatest material
wealth in the world today.
What have we to be afraid of
when our people are too happy,
too content to become Commun
ists.”
Communists are taught that
Christian love is an obstacle to
their movement o f world-wide
domination of man. Commun
ists are taught to hate, hatred
fostering vigilance which is so
important in the party.

His concerts are also being
broadcast to countries behind
the Iron Curtain over the Voice
o f America.
Season ticket holders who are
unable to attend the Blue and
White concert are asked to con
sider turning in their tickets
for others who Want to attend.
Tickets may be mailed prior to
the concert to “ Concert Tickets,”
Business Office, Thompson Hall,
or on the day o f the concert,
persons may call 868-5511, Ext.
370, and give their seat location.
The turned-in tickets will be
available for purchase only
from 4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. the
day of the concert at the Paul
Arts Center Box Office. Tickets
will not be held in response to
phone calls.
All tickets are
priced at $2.00.
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Not Only A Face
At the University of Illinois last
week, their first Rhodes Scholar in
more than a decade caused a furor on
campus with an attack on the Univers
ity Administration when he charged
that student-faculty relations were at
an all time low on the undergraduate
level.
Student Philip A. Martin said, “ The
undergraduate senses that the thrust
and spirit have gone out of the Uni
versity’s efforts.” He further states,
“ The conception of the teaching role
has remained frozen in the formalities
of the class-room; the student-faculty
communities exist in isolation from
one another.”
We are experiencing much the
same problem here at U.N.H. By com
parison, we are a relatively small
state university; yet, as the school
grows larger, so grows the alienation
of the students and faculty, and the
process of education grows more im
personal. The academic endeavors of
the student are, for the most part,
confined to class-room time, study
time, and occasional exploratory li
brary efforts. There is no real affort
on the part of the faculty to encour
age a closer relationship with the
student.
The student is usually told by the
professor at the beginning of the
semester that should any problems in
course content arise, the student is
urged to meet with the professor and
discuss any problems thereof. Thus,
to a large degree, part of the blame
for the deterioration in student-fac
ulty relationships lies with the stud
ents for failing to make use o f these

opportunities. Yet this policy itself is
not an answer because it is aimed
chiefly at the failing or almost failing
student. The average student is left
to himself to make an impersonal
textbook or a page of lecture notes
interesting.
In an academic community of this
size it seems a little strange that there
is not a closer relationship with those
who are supposed to be our leaders.
Although this situation has existed
for quite some time, little has been
done to deal with it. Scattered at
tempts have been made by a few pro
fessors to get to know their students;
not as a face, a bluebook, or a sweat
er, but as thinking and social beings
with interests and dislikes: But these
are the exceptions and not the rule.
On the administrative level, Presi
dent McConnell, through his meetings
with various student groups and or
ganizations, is doing much to estab
lish a rapport with the student body.
This policy is being met with increas
ing favor from the student body. Any
interest is usually met with a return
ing interest.
On the academic level, however,
there remains much to be desired.
Perhaps in part the student shouldn’t
be quite so eager to dash out of class
and dart over to the Union for the
well-deserved cup of coffee without
clearing up a question he might have
had on the lecture material. On the
other hand, the faculty ought to ac
tively encourage such inquiry as a
means to creating closer relations
with students.

Before The Mowers Come
The New Hampshire would like to
take this opportunity to give some
well deserved praise for the fine way
in which Buildings and Grounds has
been keeping our campus clean and
beautiful this year.
Before the first snowfall of the
year all the leaves were raked.
Throughout the long, long winter
people walking to class (even those
intrepid enough to go to eight
o’clocks) found the walks shoveled
and sanded.
When the ice which coated all the
walks got dangerously thick and rutt
ed, a very common sight was that of

red-faced men chiseling away to re
move it.
Now SPRING has come at last,
heralded by balmy days, a rampaging
College Brook, robins, crocuses, and
the opening of the ice cream store.
And Sempre Fi, the men from
Buildings and Grounds are out there
sweeping up a winter’s accumulation
of sand.
W e had best say a heartfelt thank
you now, before we realize that in
another few weeks these men will be
out mowing the grass— in the morn
ing— with power mowers.

'Much Ado About Nothing’ Reviewed Works Hard
By Barbara Cadrette
Mask a n d Dagger’s first
Shakespearian production of
the season, Much Ado About
Nothing, will be performed
again tomorrow night and Sat
urday at 8:00 in the Johnson
Theater. The play is worth at
tending.
Although last week’s per
formance tended to be some
what weak in places, it was
often amusing, and the cos
tumes and scenery were really
spectacular.
Much Ado is the sort o f play
that an audience will enjoy even
if they haven’t been told where
they’re supposed to laugh. The
comical juxtaposition of charac
ters in the subplots, and a suc
cession o f unbelievable situa
tions throughout the play is
highly effective.
In the University production,
most of the main characters
seemed relatively at ease with
Shakespearian diction, and were
able to make their role lively
and interesting. Some, however,
merely muddled through.
In the latter category were
Benedick, a young lord o f Pa
dua, played by William Doug
las; Margaret, Hero’s maid,
played by Dorothy Hershkowitz, and Kenneth Brownell as
Antonio.
Antonio, the aged brother of
Leonato, arrived on stage amid
whoops o f laughter from the
audience, but his excessive
trembling soon grew monoton
ous and, furthermore, interfer
ed with his speeches. Margaret
lacked personality, and was
significant only through reports
o f her actions given by the
other characters. Benedick was
also rather bland throughout
although his stichomythic dia
logues with Beatrice were quite
lively and amusing.
The

real

clowns,

Dogberry

Junior Students
To Study Abroad
As a result o f the work of
Professor Hermann Reske o f the
Language Department, ten jun
ior students will study abroad
next year under the first inter
collegiate program o f study
sponsored by the College o f
Liberal Arts o f the University.
The unique feature o f the pro
gram allows students to study
at Marburg University in Ger
many fo r the minimum fee to
cover expenses. Other Univers
ities with similar programs
charge full tuition for study
abroad.
Interest in this program was
first shown by UNH students.
Professor Reske followed this
interest and developed the pro
gram fo r certain selected stu
dents to study in Germany in
the environment o f an old Ger
man university.
The goals o f the program are
to study European and German
history, take part in contempor
ary German cultural and poli
tical life and through dally
use attain the highest possible
mastery o f the German lan
guage.
Last Thursday, preparation fo r
the program: was completed by
Professor Reske in a meeting
with the University President
John McConnell and Treasurer
Norman Myers. Acceptance of
the program has been given by
the Trustees.
Any UNH student who has
completed his sophomore year
and two years o f German with a
grade o f B or better is eligible
fo r the program.
All credits earned at the Uni
versity o f Marburg may be
transferred. The catalogue o f
courses at U.M. will be used as
the basis o f the study plan.
The cost o f participating in
the Junior Year at Marburg
are well within the reach o f
any student who can afford to
attend a college or university
in the United States.
(Continued on Page 7)

and Verges, played by Skip
Brown and Brad Lutz, respectively, were unavoidably funny,
but Mr. Lutz’s lines were often
incomprehensible, and Dogber
ry’s comic potential was cer
tainly not fully exploited. His
costume, though, was excellent,
and the audience seemed to
catch most of his malapropisms.

To the Editor,
In regards to the article in
last week’s paper, “ Most UNH
Students Happy” one paragraph
seems to indicate that the inter
viewer was talking to the
wrong department.
I am referring to:

“ On the undergraduate level
Hero and Claudio, the young several Tech. students express
lovers, played by Donna Burns ed dissatisfaction with t h e
and Mitch Blake, were charm spoon feeding that goes on in
ing and innocent, but their t h e
upper-level engineering
roles are not particularly strong courses. The first two years
ones, since Shakespeare has present quite a challenge, but
them act largely according to the last two years are an unin
situation, rather than as inde teresting slackening off period.”
pendent characters.
Perhaps the i n t e r viewer
Robert Houle did a commend might talk to some o f the other
able job as Don Pedro, the 4 year Engineering students.
prince o f Arragon and Claudio’s He might find that the results
friend and advisor, as did John are completely contrary to the
Buksbazen who played Don above.
John,
his
bastard brother,
DONALD A. WRIGHT
the villain of the play. Polly
E. E. Class o f ’64
Ashton was very effective as
Beatrice, Hero’s witty and
fiercely independent cousin.
Mr. Davenport’s sets, consist
Also well-done were the ing mainly o f painted canvas
characters of Friar Francis backdrops, were excellent, and
(John Doiron), and Conrade were used very effectively to di
and Borachio (Ed Tiffany and vide the various scenes o f each
Jim Cooke) both villainous fo l act.
lowers o f Don John.
Although Mask and Dagger’s
Gerry Daniels deserves spec version o f Much Adoi was not a
ial credit fo r the fine job he perfectly polished performance,
did in substituting for bed-rid it was interesting as an adap
den Charter Weeks in the role tation o f Shakespearian comedy
of Leonato. Had this unfortun to a non-Elizabethan theater
ate technical difficulty not been and set design. It also provided
so nicely overcome, the whole enjoyable humorous entertain
play might have collapsed.
ment.

THE CAT’S EYE
by Barbara Robidoux
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Board of Trustees at UM have been granted the
power to alter the compulsory ROTC program there
Although it would be impossible $ue to provisions oi
the Morrill-Land Grant Act of 1862 for the Univers
ity to completely abolish their compulsory ROTC the
following recommendations have been made to consti
tute a modified program: 1) on campus instruction
during junior and senior years only; 2) two summer
camps, one of four weeks duration between the soph
omore and junior years and one of eight weeks dura
tion between junior and senior years; 3) increased
on-campus pay allowances to cadets; 4) an increase
in camp pay!)
THE MAINE CAMPUS
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
An angered UH student reluctantly paid his
student activity fee in pennies . . . 1,325 o f them !!
The student who is married and the father of two
children said he decided to pull the stunt in protest
of the mandatory activity fee from which he felt he
had ii> the past received no benefit. On registration
day the student handed a startled business official
the 1,325 pennies in a bag and when questioned by
the official he replied: “ I’ve finally gotten something
for my money. Something not much, but better than
nothing.”
KA LEO O H AW AII
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
In a recent article describing corrupt conditions
in certain bookstores in Times Square the NYU NEWS
WORKSHOP dubbed 42nd street New Y ork’s “ super
market of obscenity.” The article went on to compare
several social definitions of obscenity itself. First
meaning of the word quoted was given a U. S. Circuit
Judge in 1879, it stated: “ an obscene publication is
one which tends to deprave and corrupt the morals
of those whose minds are open to such influences, and
into whose hands a publication of this sort may fall.”
A second definition was given in 1913 by another
judge and he defined obscenity as the “ critical point
in the compromise between candor and shame at
which the community may have arrived here and
now.” A third was offered by another New York
justice in 1958 and he ruled “ obscenity is an indefin
able something in the minds of some and not in the
minds of others, and it is different depending upon
the the individual’s taste, occasion, background and
time. It is not the same today as it was yesterday or
will be tomorrow.”

Creativity Lacking

Thursday, March 28, 1963

Does A 'Cultural Void’ Exist on Our Campus?

Is there a cultural void at the o f the Detroit Symphony Or
University of New Hampshire? chestra and the opera perfor
This query was presented at a mance “ Cosi Fan Tutte” .
panel discussion sponsored by
He would like the number of
the American Association of
interested students to increase
University Professors (A A U P)
at their last monthly meeting, and feels that the best way to
in he musical culture o f he
Friday, March 15.
University is to have more
During the panel discussion music by professionals and stu
and the exchange that followed, dents be made available.
it was generally agreed that a
As supporting evidence for
cultural void exists in both Uni
the claim that more musical
versity and students alike.
peformances result in greater
While not claiming to be com student interest he cited the
prehensive, the criticisms rang three Beveridge Webster con
ed over extensive areas o f Uni certs that the pianist gave dur
versity and student activity. It ing a visit o f several days.
was frequently suggested that
Dr. Bobick recalled that,
th^ University sponsor {more
than the present five Blue and about a hundred came to the
first performance, at the second
White concerts per year.
one there were two or three
It was pointed out that the hundred, and by the time the
Unversity
Boojcstore,
while last concert was given there
widely recognized as one of the was standing room only.”
finest in the East, devotes near
Students Respond
ly all of the shelf space to
Hte suggests that it is the
books of commercial appeal. same in the case o f the symph
Books that are works o f art or ony orchestras the University
that deal with art are hard to invites once a year. Dr. Bobick
come by.
noted that about 50% o f the
audience at the Detroit Sym
phony performance were stud
ents and that their response
was enthusiastic. One sym
phony isn’t enough, he said
“ if you’re going to present a
symphony in October, bring
another one in November and
another in December. W e’ve
got to get rid of this feeling
that we’re starting all over
again with each new perform
There were positive notes ance” .
amidst the criticism, namely
The goal o f such an approach
that where concerts and operas
were well advertised students is to build a lasting and active
attended them in large num appreciation in the students.
The main goals would be to
bers.
present music of the highest
The members of the panel re quality possible, while present
presented a broad cross section ing a wide variety of perform
of interests in the arts. They ers and composers to the stud
were Dr. Sam Rosen of the De ents. By giving regular per
partment of Economics as mod formances the music might be
erator; Dr. Melvin Bobick, So come an important and regular
ciology; Mr. John C. Edwards, part o f students’ lives. Dr. Bo
Speech and Drama; Mr. James bick hoped to develop an at
Fasanelli, The Arts; Dr. Jer mosphere where talking about
ome M. Pollack of the Geology Bach or Beethoven would be
Depart; and Dr. Donald Steele, come a regular part of stud
ents’ conversation and that
of Music.
when students graduated from
The following are the person the University they might car
al views o f some o f the panel ry this love o f fine music to
members that were available for their own communities.
comment on the lulural altivities
He concluded that since oneat UNH.
fifth o f the students come from
Dr. Bobick Looks at Music
small towns and most probably
had no contact with this type
Dr. Bobick of the Sociology o f live performance that it was
Department and last year’s important to expose them to
Chairman o f the Blue and White this experience while at college.
Series remarked that there were
a core o f students interested in
Wants Evidence
cultural events. He commended
“ When you go to a place that
the high attendance and en is supposedly a cultural center,
thusiasm response of the stu you want to see evidence o f
dents to the last performance creativity” , said Mr. Edwards

Literary Efforts Criticised
' The absence of a campus
literary magazine occasioned
criticism of the lack o f produc
tivity and interest on the part
o f students able to contribute
to such a magazine. The New
Hampshire was criticised fo r a
lack of skillful and intelligent
writing and coverage o f the
news.

This, he feels, has cut into
of the Speech & Drama Depart
ment. In his opinion our stud the interest and productivity of
ents aren’t creative and agres- our students in the creative arts
sive enough. . . “ and what is and when they do attend con
the creative spirit if it isn’t certs it is often because they
feel it is somehow good for
agressive?” asked Edwards.
them, and not because they find
“ This is the disturbing thing” , any joy or excitgrhent in it.
he said, “ there is no pressure
Improve Blue & White Series
from the students, they won’t
Donald Steele of the Music
organize and make themselves
heard.” In citing the absence o f Department was also o f the
a campus literary magazine it opinion that there was room
seemed he couldn’t help wishing for improvement in the Univer
that a few students who wanted sity’s cultural programs and he
to write would seize a mimeo saw the Blue and White Series
graph machine and start pub as the main avenue through
lishing their poetry and stories. which to pursue the improve
He found students unproductive ment. As of evidence o f the
in dramatics fo r as far as he student cultural void in music
knew only one student-written he cited Blue & White ticket
play is to be produced this sales that show that out of
spring. He criticized The New 740 available seats only 180
Hampshire for its lack o f per were bought by students.
sonality saying “ . . . The news
He said that there were
paper has no personality, even
many special areas o f music
if it were like the New York
Mirror or the Boston Daily Rec that students should be exposed
ord it would be better than it to in a two or three year period
and he proposed expanding,
is now.”
even doubling the number of
Culture Reserved
Blue & White presentations
For Higher Education
each year..
“ Possibly” , he thought, “ our
In order to open up new areas
North o f Boston Culture just
isn’t conducive to the creative in the student’s musical inter
arts. Culture fo r our grade ests he advocated presenting
schools and high schools is more than just what was pop
ular with the students but that
something special.”

tZCiie jfc to Ham ashtre |

during the 40’s. Sixty acres o f
land, including the Tufts man
sion and six other buildings,
will become part of the new Col
lege scheduled to open the first
week in July with a faculty of
fifteen. An enrollment o f 100
students is expected and addi
The College, located in Center tional facilities will be provided
Harbor, is situated on the fo r 50 more in the near future.
form er Tufts estate which was
According to THE LACONIA
managed by a Bavarian duke
-EVENIN G CITIZEN, the col
which “ combines excellence of lege will be especially beneficial
performance with imaginative to the Lakes Region. As the
preplanning of works which school develops, it may employ
challenges the mind as well as as many people as two or three
industries, and with its empha
awaken the emotions.”
sis on the sciences, will offer a
Try New Ticket Program
large variety o f services to
To lessen the jump that fa c industries already established
ulty and townspeople have over there.
students in buying season tick
The main mansion on the
ets, the Blue and White Com
mittee is sending applications Tufts estate where the College
to students during the summer. will be located was built in
For the first two weeks of the about 1902 by Leonard Tufts,
fall semester the ticket sales a well-known hotel owner. His
will be on a “ students only” father was the inventor o f the
basis. A fter the students have Tufts soda fountain.
had a better chance to take ad
The estate which borders
vantage of the tickets they will
become available to faculty and routes 25 and 3 originally occu
pied 640 acres. The shore prop
townspeople.
erty which was sold separately
Another change
in next from the estate is an area of
year’s Blue and White Program about 75 to 80 acres.
is the addition of one more con
The president o f the College,
cert to the series under the aus
(Continued on page ?)
pices of the Ford Foundation.

The establishment o f a new
college in the Lakes Region of
New Hampshire was announced
recently. Belknap College will
offer a four year liberal arts
curriculum and also graduate
courses.

Get Lucky
Play "Crazy Questions”
(Based on the h ila rio u s book “ The Q u e stio n M a n ." )

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE’S HOW:

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you’ve done a
“ Crazy Question.” It’s the easy new way for students to
m ake loot. Stu dy the exam ples below; then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries sub
mitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

JL L O T
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THE ANSWER:

R U L E S : T h e Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge entries on the basis of
h u m o r (up to !/3), clarity and freshness (up-to V 3 ) , and appropriateness (up
to V 3 ) , and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in the event of ties. Entries m ust be the original works of the entrants and
m ust be submitted in the entrant’s own name. Th e re will be 50 awards
every month, October through April. Entries received dur ing each month
will be considered for that mont h's awards. A n y entry received after April
30, 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of Th e Ame rica n
To ba cc o C o m p an y. A ny college student m a y enter the contest, except e m 
ployees of Th e Ame rican To ba cco Co mp an y, its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.
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Good News for Co-Eds
An added bonus! During the week of
April 1st from 1 - 5 p.m.. Monday through
Saturday, with every load of dry cleaning
you will receive free a pair of $1 nylon stock
ings. If you have not yet tried coin-op dry
cleaning our new counselor will be glad to
show you how simple it is. Start collecting
your dry cleaning.
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Get Lucky

the taste to start with.. .the taste to stay with
TH E QUESTION IS: WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU REQ UEST A PACK OF TH E
MOST POPULAR REGU LAR-SIZE CIGARETTE AMONG CO LLEGE STUDENTS?
Right! You get Lucky; you get the fine-tobacco taste of Lucky Strike. This great
taste is the best reason to choose Luckies . . . the big reason why Lucky smokers
stay Lucky smokers. So get with it. Get Lucky today!

Durham Laundercenter
©A T. Co.
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SAE, PIKA, Smith Win
In Sun. College Bowl
The fourth round in the UNH
College Bowl series was held
Sunday night with Mr. Robert
Minter as moderator.
SAE defeated Sigma Beta in
the first round by a score o f
115-85. The members on the
winning team were Andy Durrette, Dan Winby, Bob Sadlier,
and Bill Douglas, Bill Lunt,
Ken Brownell, Hal Brown, and
John Zerba represented Sigma
Beta.
In the second round PiKA
defeated East-West. Represent
ing PiKA were Skip Brown,
Karl Broekhuizen, Stanley Glea
son, and James Georges. John
Splaine, Donald Wellman, John
Donnely and Dewy Smith rep
resented East-West. The score
was 150-100.
Time went on and scores got
lower as Smith Hall beat Mc
Laughlin by a score o f 70-40.
The girls from Smith were Betty
Smith, Sarah Hodgins, Carol
Wright, and Mary Helie. Rep
resenting McLaughlin were An
drea Corbett, Joan Buffinton,
Mary Hall, and Nancy Smith.

‘Some women won’t have
anything to do with the com
mon market until they find
ou t w h a t k in d o f s ta m p s
they’ll get.”
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Phi Kappa Phi Elects 4 9
Swain, Olive C. Swan, Peter W.
Warren, Janet B. Wilkinson.
A1
, , , ,
. J i s°
L A eS tv
socioty were two faculty members, Dr. Everett B. Sackett,
The national honor society dean o f liberal arts; and Lewis
exists to recognizoi, academic C. Swain, professor o f forestry.
achievement in all areas o f
learning, including agriculture
and technology as well as liberal
arts.
The Interfraternity Council
The students were inducted last week started to plan a reMarch 20 at a banquet f e t i n g organization program designed
addressed by Dr. John W . Me- to strengthen both the Council
Connell
a
fraternity system at
UNH.
The students elected to Phi
.
. ...
Kappa Phi were Clark H. BillThe.
ma->or ^ eP m thls
ings, Marianne L Bock, Susan reorganization was the m e r g e r
R. Brewer, Kenneth R. Brownth« F™ teI mty P ^ e n t s
ell, Barbara Taylor Cadrette,' Counci1 Wlth the L F ’ C‘ This
Bonnie L. Carson, Robert H. move is fo r the purpose o f
Colburn, Sara Conant, Jean Car breaking down the communica
ol Connelly, Robert F. Constan tions barrier which has existed
tino, Andrew J. Crooker, Stuart between
, , the
tp n individual houses
F. Daniels, Clifford M. DeCato, and the
Helen Celeste DiMambro,
^
„ -r, Susan
,
The second step is the draftP. Feimer, Deborah R. Fernald, jng. 0f a more workable constiDeborah Ann Flynn, Carl R. tution. A committee has been
Goodwin Carolyn S. Gordon, established to rewrite and revise
Julia E. Guy, John A. Hinchey, ^he present one. The new Cont a” a
_ Hoeh, Martha Janestitution will enable the I.F.C.
Killam, Joanne
L Jackson,
p 2ajra stronger role in the
Carolyn Leland, William E. administration and unification
Lunt, Norma Jane Lyman, Rol- 0f the fraternity system,
and L. Maheu, Christine M.
Mialkowski, Stanley O. MichaelI.F.C. is also seeking closer
son, Robert J. Moore, Elizabeth cooperation with University and
Ann Nichols, Carol Beth Orsi, Durham officials. To start this
Jacques A. Parent, Joseph J. program I.F.C., the House adPaterno, Jr., Thomas G. Pater- visors, the administration and
son, Susan N. Potts, David G. the Town Selectmen met in the
Prince, Ngoc Quy Truong, Janet Memorial Union last Monday
P. Ray, Bonnie Blue Raynes, to discuss the problem o f trash
Walter J. Savitch, Aimee L. collection.
Schramm, Madelaine G. Shaw,
_
,
. . .
Suzanne Simonds, Harold S.
LF.C. has planned future
Forty-nine
UNH
students
have received one o f the highest
honors available to American
college students—ielectibn to
Phi Kappa Phi

I.F.C. Reorganizes

Wind Ensemble Plans
Annual Spring Tour
The University o f New Hamp
shire Symphonic Wind Ensem
ble announced the itinerary for
the group’s first annual Spring
Tour.
Ten concerts are to be per
formed on tour in Concord, N.
H., Putnam, Connecticut, Keene,
N. H., Jaffrey, N. H., Manches
ter, N. H „ and Exeter, N. H.
The tour will take place during
the University o f New Hamp
shire spring vacation.
The Symphonic Wind Ensem
ble is composed o f 45 students
selected from the most talented
and musically gifted wind and
percussion instrumentalists from
all colleges o f the University.
The repertoire o f the Symphonic
Wind Ensemble includes original
music fo r band, transcriptions
from the orchestral literature,
concert marches, Broadway and
show music, solos and ensembles.
The Symphonic Wing Ensem
ble, under the direcion o f P ro
fessor Donald A. Mattran, is one
o f the three bands at the Uni
versity o f New Hampshire. Each
fall the Marching Band takes to
the gridiron, performing halftime shows with precision and
enthusiasm.
The University
Band is an organization that
provides a musical opportunity
fo r those awaiting membership
in the Symphonic Wind Ensem
ble and fo r those who do not
have the performance o f music
as a major part o f their pro
gram.

The Crossfires have just released a record
ing called “ Limbo Rock.” From left to right are
Les Philbrick, Dennis Day, Roger Klose and
Dave Kent. Klose and Kent are UNH students.

Release First Crossfires LP Record
Strand Recording Studios has
recently released a new longplaying record by The Cross
fires, a group consisting o f two
UNH students and two musi
cians from Plymouth, N. H.

group with drums and electric
guitar respectively.
Several months ago the group
recorded tapes of their limbo
tunes in the W MDR radio
studios here at UNH. These
tapes were mailed to New York
and the record was cut from
them.

The title o f the release is
“ Limbo Rock” and consists o f
a number o f rock n’ roll songs
with a “ limbo flavor.” Formed
The Crossfires will play at
in 1962, the Crossfires have
played at numerous social en UNH this Friday night in the
gagements in New England Strafford Room o f the Memorial
Union at a dance being spon
colleges.
sored by Sophomore Sphinx.
“ Limbo Rock” is expected to
meetings between the Fraternity
Dave Kent and Roger Klose,
representatives and the admin both from UNH, play electric be available in Durham at the
istration to eliminate problems guitars while Dennis Day and end o f this week or the first
o f mutual concern.
Les Philbrick round out the part o f next.

“ These International Trea
ties are like our poor relations,
one never hears of them until
t h e y ’ re b r o k e .” — John L.
Teets, Rich wood (W . Va.)
Nicholas Republican.

SWEATERVILLE, USA
THE MOST UNUSUAL STORE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Sweaters, Sportswear
Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices

Portsmouth Mills Factory Store
Maplewood Avenue, Portsmouth, N. H.
SPORTSWEAR FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

Awaiting you/i Avuval
Clean, com fortable and reasonable accom m odations
fo r male students, clubs, teams, administrators and
groups in the heart o f m idtown New Y ork , close to
all transportation and nearby Empire State Build
ing. A ll conveniences, cafeteria, coffee shop, tailor,
laundry, barber shop, T V room , tours, etc. B ooklet C.
Rates: S in gle Rooms $2.75-$2.90; Double Rooms $ 4 .4 0 -?4 .5 0

WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
: 3 5 6 W est 3 4 th S t., New York, N. Y. OXford 5 -5 1 3 3 (nr. Penn S ta .)

RED’S SHOE BARN

Flavor! Full flavor in a filter cigarette.
That’s why Winston is America’s best-selling
filter cigarette! Next time, smoke Winston.
p u r e w h it e , :
MODERN FILTER :

rwFactory Rejects and Cancellations
of Famons Brand Shoes

plus

:

FILTER-BLEN D

UP FRONT

Largest Showing of Campns
Shoes in Area

35 Broadway

Dover, N. H.
Open 9-9

© 19 6 2 R . J. Reynolds T obacco Company, W inston-S alem , N. C.
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Politics and Poker
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Freshman Camp Holds Rolling Ridge Conference

By Paul McEachern

By Joni Wiswell and

Last week the New Hampshire House boister
ously overturned a report of the Education Committee
for the second time of the session. It is significant not
only because committee reports are seldom question
ed but in both instances the State Board of Education
was used as a whipping boy in affecting the upsets.

Dianna Parker
The
traditional
Freshman
Camp conference at Rolling
Ridge in North Andover, Mass.,
was held the weekend o f March
16 and 17 with approximately
65 counselors attending.

portant privileges and concen
trate mainly on our educational
goals.”
Mr. Novotny was the second
speaker, and his topic was
“ Ethics and Beliefs.” The first
question he proposed was “ Can
one have ethics without b e lie f?”
He followed his question with an
answer and illustrations. Yes,
man in theory can, and does
have ethics without belief in a
trancendent principle or God,
but these ethics are strong and
easy to uphold only when the
culture supports them.

The purpose o f this confer
ence was to give the counselors
an opportunity to participate
in some serious discussion of
the theme and goals o f camp.
Special guest o f the weekend
was University President Mc
Connell, who spent a few hours
Using the example o f the rise
there Saturday evening.
of Nazi Germany, he said “ that
The first speaker o f the con in a crisis, if and when one’s
The vote o f last week took when total enrollment goes ference was faculty advisor, ethics are at variance with the
the final say in determining a down, costs per pupil go up. Prof. Daggett who spoke on the culture, they will be difficult if
student’s right to attend a com Local boards bearing up under role of Freshman Camp and o f not impossible to uphold unless
prehensive high school away already high costs will look the counselors. He also dis they have their roots in a tran
from the state board and placed long and hard at any attempt cussed the point that the faculty cendent Being or belief.”
it with local boards o f education. at raising them just because a believes here is a “ cultural
Mr, Novotny continued in
Under present law a student student wants a decent educa vacuum at UNH.” In justifying
saying that “ if one values hu
living in a town which has only tion.
this he mentioned the low Blue manity only in a utilitarian
an ‘approved high school’ can
and White student ticket sale, sense, then what happens if a
petition the local school board
the fact that there is no creative person has no utiliarian value
to be sent on a tuition paid basis
On the sweepstakes front one magazine on campus, and that to the state, or to society, as
to a neighboring comprehensive
the campus paper, The New
high school. He may do this to state senator has come up with Hampshire, is in very poor con happened in Nazi Germany?
Is there some other dimension o f
receive a course offering not an estimate, down to the very dition.
value— ? to Almighty God?
available at the approved school. penny, as to the return per pupil
o f the sweepstakes gambit. lire
Daggett stated that a univer Unless there is, ‘Thou shalt not
In all instances he may appeal longer I look at it the more I sity is a place where art, science, kill’ can be suspended as it was
an unfavorable ruling to the expect the sweeps, if enacted, music, philosophy, and drama in Dachau and Buchenwald.”
state board. So-called approved to be a big flop.
are to be studied, analyzed, and
Speaking o f motivation, Mr.
high school offer only a straight
created—a university is a “ place Novotny
The
federal
laws
prohibit
pointed
out
that
academic course Decause of
o
f
creativity.”
Yet,
we
at
UNH
their small size. Even here they carrying the tickets across a don’t seem to be too creative. “ ethics must involve the whole
are weak. One such school with state line; N. H. law prohibits One reason fo r this, he said, “ is person, i.e., one’s emotions and
only 62 pupils has only 3 o f its resale o f the tickets. So, if a that there seems to be a lack o f will as well as one’s reason,
40 graduates over the last four fella in another state hits the intellectual stimulation here. which has been brought to light
years still enrolled in a college. jackpot and says he bought the There seems to be an element o f by the psychological and social
ticket in New Hampshire, the
sciences. Propositions are not
Some may, in their sublime feds will nail him fo r taking the anti-iintellectualism,” he said, enough to build ethics on be
“
where
the
superior
student
is
bigotry, call this home rule. ticket across a state line. I f he
cause man is motivated by more
The sad truth is that these says he bought the ticket from called down rather than looked than logic. He is motivated by
up
to
fo
r
what
he
has
achieved.”
hopelessly small high schools another fella in his home state,
symbol, by music, by art— in
stunt the intellectual growth o f New Hampshire won’t pay off
Daggett expressed the opinion short by the whole gamut o f
every s t u d e n t unfortunate because o f the re-sale.
that our intellectual challenge experiences implied in religious
enough to attend. They deprive
Thus, man’s basic
cannot be completely fulfilled worship.
The
expected
take
from
the
the state o f New Hampshire the
until we get rid o f the inferior profblem is not o f propositions,
sweeps
is
figured
on
the
basis
talents o f these youngsters
ity feeling we have about the but o f motivation; man must
which lay untapped. W orst o f of large out-of-state sale. There state and about the University; be reached through his emotions,
are
now
so
many
laws
discour
ail, these schools put their stu
until we begin to stand up for and not by reason alone.”
dents at a competitive disad aging this that any enacted what we are here fo r and over
The third and final speaker o f
vantage when the time comes sweepstakes will be strictly look the fact that UNH is called
the conference was Professor
to maKe a living in our increas small time, adequate fo r just a “ cow College.”
a states’ rights battle with the
Batcheller o f the Drama Depart
ingly technical society.
federal government. Meanwhile
“ We are here,” Daggett said, ment. He discussed Freshman
Now the House has made the more and more kids are flooding “ to claim what we are; to be Camp— its service to the Fresh
local school board the one and the schools while our legislators come what we are; to wake up man and the duties o f the coun
only authority in determining fiddle with the easy buck method to our individual possibilities.” selors.
of running a government.
whether a student may be
Our education must be “ excit
Batcheller spoke o f those who
tuitioned out to receive voca
ing and electrical.” “ This being drop out o f college due to a
“A
miracle
drug
is
any
medi
tional training or other course
the case,” Daggett continued, lack o f faith in many things—
cine you can get the kids to “ we, as students, have the right
offerings unavailable locally.
religion, education, the future,
Naturally, the local board has
take without screaming.” — to demand more o f the faculty;
to concern itself with costs. It E. M. R em sbu rg, Vista (Calif.) we should be less concerned and our fellow man. He feels
feels that “ this faith can be
doesn’t take long to learn that
about grades, cuts, and unim- renewed by the communication
Press.
of faith in others.” He asked the
question, “ Have we lost faith
that man does not have the
innate capacity to improve his
lo t ? ”

In each reversal the concept of home rule was
pitted against the state board’s authority. The
board was called a monster and accused of gestapo
tactics — the legislators loved it. Home rule was
revered as the highest principle of American Democ
racy — in fact it a tired cliche used to perpetuate
mediocrity in education.
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No dripping, no spilling! Covers completely!
Old Spice P ro -Electric protects sensitive
skin areas from razor pull, burn. Sets up
your beard for the cleanest, closest,
most comfortable shave ever! 1.00
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Bacheller said, in (closing,
tht Freshman Camp has “ the

capicity to recreate, motivate,
and incite the interest o f the
Freshman. It is part o f the
counselors’
responsibility
to
keep up their enthusiasm.” How
the work o f Freshman Camp can
be carried on once back on
campus was the main topic fo r
discussion follow ing Bacheller’s
comments.

WANTED BIOLOGY (MALES)
PHARMACEUTICAL SALES
Biology Majors interested in a stimulating
and rewarding career in the field of Pharma
ceutical Sales with the Upjohn Company.
Write:

Mr. William A. O’Connell
Northeastern District Supervisor
16 Pine Ridge Road
North Reading, Massachusetts

TEACH ING OPPORTUNITIES
For beginning and experienced teachers
on all academic levels

the Grace M. Abbot Teachers’ Agency
N.A.T.A. Member
Successful Teacher Placement
since 1917
FREE REGISTRATION NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
Call or write:
Phil L. Joyal, Mgr.
Room 906, Dept.
H
120 Boylston St.
Hancock 6-7644
Boston, 16, Mass.
Free Registration NOW for September Vacancies

Krazy Kone
N O W OPEN
Friday, S'aturday, Sunday
Only
Traffic Circle (Lee)

B U C K Y ’S

S H U LTO N

way, we gain respect and faith
in each other as individuals.
One of the greatest attributes o f
communication, he said, is in
learning to listen. By listening
to others’ ideas and by evaulating them, we gain faith and
understanding.

Batcheller stated that in the
Freshman Camp program, en
thusiasm is not enough. The
counselors “ must know the
techniques o f communication,
and meet with them (Freshmen)
on their ground.” Through the
group discussions and the close
group living at camp, we are
delving ij^q the mind. In this
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The Place to Enjoy
Good Company
1 School St

Dover. N. H.

Is

T ro p ic Star*

fo r y o u ?

C o lle g e girls seem to k n o w w hat they w ant. W e get a lot o f
ideas a b o u t ring styling fr o m A m e rica n ca m p u ses. If there is
su ch a th in g as a con sen su s, it w o u ld sou n d like this: c o n s e r v a 
tive styling, with a d ifferen ce.
T h a t’ s w hat w e ’ ve d esign ed in to T r o p ic S t a r ...t h e new est o f
the bea u tifu l A r tc a r v e d d ia m o n d en ga gem en t rings. L ik e all
A r tc a r v e d rings, it’ s styled fo r lasting b e a u t y ...g u a r a n te e d in
w ritin g fo r perm an en t valu e. Is A r tc a r v e d ’ s b ea u tifu l new
T r o p ic Star fo r y o u ? See fo r y ou rself.
* TR ADEMARK

For Fine Food
L .
L v,

-

The College
Corner

See Tropic Star only at these Authorized A rtcarved J e w e le rs -

Dover
Claremont
Exeter
Rochester

A . E. Alie & Son
Fred Allen
Sleepers Jewelry Store
Conrad E. Alie, Jewelers
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Franklin Theatre
25th Annual Repeat
W eek
THURS.

MARCH 28

SPLENDOR IN THE
GRASS
Natalie Wood
Warren Beatty
Shown at 6:30 - 8:55
Late permission for Coeds
FRI.

MARCH 29

KINGS GO FORTH
Frank Sinatra
Tony Curtis
Shown at 6:30 - 8:40
SAT.

MARCH 30

THE MOUSE T H A T
ROARED
Color
Peter Sellers
Shown at 6:30 - 8:30

Senior Key Donates Books
To Peace Corps College

Senior Key, the senior men’s
honorary
society, announced
this week that a Peace Corpsinitiated college in Nepal will
receive $75 in books donated to
their new library.
The action came about after
Dick Murphy, last year’s presi
dent, and now a Peace Corps
member, wrote about the com
plete lack o f reading material
fo r the college.
Profits from the recent Close
Harmony will be used to estab
lish a scholarship fo r a junior
man. Application fo r this may
be made through the Financial
Aids Office.
Senior Key has also estab
lished a Senior Key collection
fo r the University Library
which will be on display soon.
$75 in books was donated.

SUN.
MARCH 31
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s

CAROUSEL

APRIL 1
Burt Lancaster’s
Oscar-winning Performance
in Sinclair Lewis’

ELMER G A N T R Y
Color
t
Shown at 6:30 - 8:57
JLate Permissions for Coeds
TUES.
APRIL
Alfred Hitchcock’s

REAR W IN D O W
Color
James Stewart
Grace Kelly
Shown at 6::30 - 8:43
WED.

APRIL 3
Deborah Kerr
Robert Mitchum
Peter Ustinov

THE SUNDOWNERS
Color
Shown at 6:30 - 8:51
Late Permissions

By Marty Crosby

“ Clothe The Tropic o f Can
cer? Cover The Carpet Bag
gers? Nonsense! You say. Dec
Tom Patterson, president of, cency! say I” So spoke E. (E rst
Senior Key, told The New while) Magda Prout in an ex
Hampshire that the above pro clusive interview with Jeremy
jects “ are in keeping with the Bentham, noted namesake of
purpose o f Senior Key.
Our the British political - biology
society strives to promote a theorist of centuries past.
healthy intellectual atmosphere
As you may have guessed par
on campus and to promote the Maintenant (gutter French for
fulfillment o f a meaningful edu English) Magda is of course the
cation fo r each student.
niece o f retired Admiral Raeder
“ Senior Key is proud of its o f the Nazi Navy, the old salt
work and hopes other student who died at the age o f 89 dur
groups will devote time and ing the fall of 1960. A t the
money to improve the Univers time of his death, his ex-foe,'
ex-General Eisenhower remark
ity.”
ed, “ That just proves my theory
Every year at this time Senior that God punishes those who
Key selects fifteen outstanding dedicate themselves to evil by
junior men fo r membership in striking them down. Vote Re
the society. The following are publican.”
requirements from the Senior
Anyway, Magda was left ap
Key constitution:
proximately two - and - threea. cumulative grade point of fourths billion post war Reichmarks by her beloved uncle.
This was approximately enough
money to buy a postage stamp.
Portsmouth Theatres
Being of sound mind and nubile
E. M.
body, Magda logically bought a
postage stamp and used it to
Loew’s
write her American cousin, G.
Clifford Proutt. Coincidentally,
Proutt was at this very mom
N-O-W THRU TUES.
ent organizing SINT, better
A t 6:30 & 8:50
known as The Society for In
Sat. & Sun. 1:40 - 4:05
decency to Naked Textbooks.
6:30 & 8:50
These naked textbooks had been
Best A ctor & Actress
a long-standing thorn in the
Jack Lemmon & Lee Remick
sides o f lovers o f decency ev
DAYS o f W IN E & ROSES
erywhere, especially in and
— STARTS W ED.around the vicinity o f Harvard
ITALIAN STYLE
Square. Soon all book stores
DIVORCE

C IV IC

Color
Gordon MacRae
Shown at 6:30 - 8:43
MON.

Book Bags
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N O W TH RU
TUES. APR. 2nd
THEY LOVED EACH OTHER
MADLY. . . BUT THEY
LOVED ALCOHOL MOREI

E. M. LOEW’S

COLONIAL
N-O-W THRU SAT.
Frankie Avalon
Tab Hunter
OPERATION BIKINI
& Assignment Outer Space
SUN. - MON. & TUES.
Color — Jackie Gleason
PAPPAS DELICATE
CONDITION
Color — James Stewart
Strategic A ir Command

2.7 or better.
b. active participation
in
campus activities and organiz
ations, demonstrating leadership
qualities.
c. high character and earn
estness o f purpose.
d. senior class standing by
the end o f the semester o f elec
tion to membership.
e. approval o f two-thirds of
the present members.
Application form s have beep
sent by mail to all eligible male
juniors." These must be com
pleted and returned to the Stu
dent Senate Office by April 5.
Applicants are invited to an
informal coffee hour to be held
in the MUB at 7:00 p.m., April
18. Successful applicants will
be notified personally by Senior
Key members, and the list will
be published.

“ Much Ado About Nothing” , the classic
comedy by W illiam Shakespeare, is entering its
second week of performance

Much Ado Again This Week
Shakespeare’s Much Ado About
Nothing, which opened to near
capacity crowds last weekend,
will be presented again tomorrow and Saturday at 8:00 p.m.
in the Johnson Theatre, PCAC.

the story of two sets of lovers,
Beatrice and Benedick, played
by Polly Ashton and Bill Douglas, and Hero and Claudio,
played by Donna Burns and
Mitch Blake.

Much Ado About Nothing has
Much Ado About Nothing, a
battle of the sexes in the true been directed by John C. Ed
Elizabethan manner, has its wards. The sets and costumes
setting in Spain. Basically, it is were designed by Gilbert B.
Davenport, and the lighting was
designed and executed by Dick
Dunham.
were selling those now-comTickets for Much Ado About
mon green book bags to stud
ents who possessed naked books Nothing are still available at
more than six inches long, four the Johnson Theatre Box Office.
inches wide and two inches They will be on sale from 1:00deep. Summonses were sent to 4:30 p.m. and from 6:30-8:15
all offenders ordering them to p.m. tomorrow and from 9:00
clothe their books for the sake a m .-8:15 p.m. on Saturday.
of decency in “ The New Bos
Also available during these
ton.”
times will be tickets fo r the
I f the summonses were ig  George Latshaw Puppets which
nored, violators found that their will be here on Saturday, April
books had been towed away to 20 at 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
the Wiedener Library. “ Expos and on Sunday, April 21 at 2:00
ed book fines” were then levied p.m. and 8:00 p.m. A ll tickets
against the guilty and contrite for the Saturday performances,
offenders.
which will be especially for
children, will be $.50. Seats for
Magda has objectively shown
the Sunday performances will
with facts and figures that in
be $1.00 or $.75 and season
cities such as Durham where
ticket bonus coupon No. 2.
SINT was active, the Literacy
Rate fell drastically, while
Thinking of dieting ?
See
stranglings increased in Bos your doctor first!
ton.

Does a man really take unfair advantage of women
when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?
All depends on why he uses it.
Most men simply think Menthol-Iced Skin Bracer is the best
after-shave lotion around. Because it cools rather than burns.
Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scrapes. Because it
helps prevent blemishes.
So who can blame them if Bracer's crisp, long-lasting aroma
just happens to affect women so remarkably?
Of course, some men may use Mennen Skin Bracer because
of this effect.
__
How intelligent!
[M J

At last, somebody has buttoned down the perfect collar

BRAD McINTIRE

Btlknap . . .
Your New York Life
agent on
UNH Campus is

Lenny Dobens

Q n jttd )

Cam pus Representative

New York Life
Insurance Company

D u rh am , M - H .

(Continued from Page 1)
“ But there is another view
point as well. This is the social
view, and it says that the basic
reason for any job, and for any
business is to get work done,
to produce the goods and serv
ices the community needs, to
create things that have public
value. This view is fundamental.
It is deeper than the profit
view . . .
“ I think we need more feeling
of responsibility and less o f
‘What’s in it for me and how
can I get it quickly?’ . . . The
fast-buck philosophy stands in
the way o f a good job, it robs
the individual of the sense o f
real accomplishment that he
neds in his personal life . . .
Business Ethics
“ The third question on my
mind is closely related to the
other two . . . This is the matter
of business ethics . . . Ethical
conduct is partly wanting very
strongly to do the right thing—
and not because ‘honesty is the
best policy,’ either. It is partly
a drive to get knowledge and
experience so that errors and
failures can be prevented. It
partly dogged persistence in
staying with a problem until
a right answer can be worked
out . . .

Thomas . . .

(Continued from Page 3)
Dr. Royal M. Frye, is a nation
ally known scientist, teacher,
lecturer, and author o f several*
text books. He is listed in
Who’s Who in the East, Who’s
Who in American Education,
American Men in Science, and
Leaders in American Science.
A t present a bill has been
referred to the Committee on
Education o f the state legisla
ture to empower the voluntary
organization to establish and
maintain the College. The act
would be effective 60 days after
passage.
“ In business this is often
hard to do, but we can— we must— strive for ethical conduct by
precept and example and by
holding people to account. But
the shaping of basic beliefs
belong to the home, the church,
the school. And in this field,
it seems to me, you in the
schools have great opportunity
—*and I would also say, a real
responsibility — to the leaders
who will exert influence over
the whole business commun
ity . . .
“ In my conviction, it is how
well we form character and
etablish attitudes that open the

(Continued from Page 1)
cial support and because its
whole charter must be revised.
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Students Abroad . .

Will whoever removed the
new, heavy blue home-knit
ted sweater from Murkland
219 please return it. Reward
and no questions asked. Call
868-2500.

(Continued from Page 2)
The reason these things are
The total cost will be $1220.00
not being done is the same
reason that Americans live in which covers transportation back
a Garrison state.” “ Hypocritic and forth, tuition, room and
arguments enter into all govern board for ten months, the UNH
ment thinking; they think they administration fee and payment
for adviser abroad.
prize free enterprize and despise
An orientation program will
socialism, and they have neither. consist of oral and written exer
Our government makes great cises and an introduction to
gains in space for military studying at a German Univers
purposes and they neglect social ity. First semester will begin
progress.” And he added “ If October through March and
I lived on a distant star I would second semester April through
not bet that the world is going July.
to endure. But we do not live
on stars and have nothing to
bet but our lives and our brains
and our devotion.”
way to full personal growth
that will be decisive for the
future o f American business
and American society. This is
why I have stressed these mat
ters so hard
Are we produc
ing enough realistic, responsi
ble people who can carry heavy
burdens in all walks o f life ?
I seriously doubt it. I believe
this must be a matter o f con
cern to every person and organ
ization that has the chance to
tackle some part o f the prob
lem.”

NEED A HAIRCUT?

UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP

OnCampus

with

M axS hu lm an

(Author of “ I Was a Teen-age Dwarf,” “ The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis,” etc.)

MARKING ON THE CURVE—AND WHAT
TO DO ABOUT IT
Twonkey Crimscott was a professor. Choate Sigafoos was a
sophomore. Twonkey Crimscott was keen, cold, brilliant.
Choate Sigafoos was loose, vague, adenoidal. Twonkey Crim
scott believed in diligence, discipline, and marking on the curve.
Choate Sigafoos believed in elves, Julie London, and thirteen
hours of sleep each night.
Yet there came a time when Twonkey Crimscott—mentor,
sage, and. savant—was thoroughly outthought, outfoxed, outmaneuvered, outployed, and out-witted by Choate Sigafoos,
sophomore.

fflf)

36 DAYS THAT CHANGED THE
PERFORMANCE PICTURE IN AMERICA
In 36 days, starting with the Monte Carlo Rallye
in January of this year, our products have posted a
series of competition wins that have made perform
ance history. Here’s what has happened:
Three V-8 Falcon Sprints were entered in the
Monte Carlo Rallye. This is not a race. It is a trial
of a car’s total capabilities. We did it (nervously) for
the experience and with practically no sense of expec
tation, because we had not entered an event like this
before. One Sprint ended the experiment in a snow
bank. But the others finished 1-2 in their class with
such authority that they moved the good, grey Lon
don Times to say: “ The Falcons are part of a power
and performance plan that will shake up motoring in
every country in the world.” That was Number One.
Number Two was a double win in the Pure Oil
Performance Trials. Fords captured Class 1 and Class
2 (for high performance and large V-8’s). Both of
these trials were for over-all points rolled up in
economy, acceleration and braking tests.
Then, at Riverside in California, in America’s only
long-distance stock car event that is run on a road
course (as opposed to closed circuit, banked tracks
such as the track at Daytona), Dan Gurney pushed
a Ford to first place.
The latest news comes north from Daytona. There
in the open test that tears cars apart—the Daytona
500—Ford durability conquered the field. Fords
swept the first 5 places . . . something no one else had
equaled in the history of the event. In a competition
—which anyone can enter—designed to prove how
well a car hangs together, 9 Fords finished out of 12

entered . . . a truly remarkable record considering
that over 50% of all cars entered failed to finish.
Why do we keep such an interested eye on compe
titions such as these? Is speed important to us?
Frankly, no. The speed capabilities of the leading
American cars are now grouped so closely together
that the differences have no real meaning. To us, who
are building cars, success in this kind of competition
means just one thing: the car is strong. This kind of
performance capability means that the car is so well
built that it can stand up to normal driving—the
kind of day-in, day-out demands you put your own
car through—for thousands of miles longer than less
capable cars.
In tests like the Daytona 500 and Riverside, we
find out in an afternoon what might take us 100,000
test-track miles to discover. We learn how to build
superior strength into suspension systems, steering
systems, drive train, body, tires. Anyone can build
a fast car. What we’re interested in is the concept of
“ total” performance.
We bejieve in this kind of total performance
because the search for performance made the automo
bile the wonderfully efficient and pleasurable instru
ment it is today—and will make it better tomorrow.
A m e r ic a ’s liv e l ie s t ,m o s t c a r e f r e e c a r s !

FORD
F A L C O N • F A IR L A N E • F O R D • T H U N D E R B I R D

4

FOR 60 YEARS THE SYMBOL OF
DEPENDABLE PRODUCTS

ivTcC
MOTOR COMPANY

It happened one day when Choate was at the library studying
for one of Mr. Crimscott’s exams in sociology. Mr. Crimscott’s
exams were murder—plain, flat murder. They consisted of one
hundred questions, each question having four possible answers
—A, B, C, and D. You had to check the correct answer, but the
trouble was that the fouY choices were so subtly shaded, so
intricately worded, that students more clever by far than Choate
Sigafoos were often set to gibbering.
So on this day Choate sat in the library poring over his
sociology text, his tiny brow furrowed with concentration, while
all around him sat the other members of the sociology class,
every one studying like crazy, every one scared and pasty.
Choate looked sadly at their stricken faces. “ What a waste!”
he thought. “ All this youth, this verve, this bounce, chained to
musty books in a musty library! We should be out singing and
dancing and cutting didoes on the greensward! Instead we
are here.”
Then, suddenly, an absolute gasser of an idea hit Choate.
“ Listen!” he shouted to his classmates. “ Tomorrow when we
take the exam, let’s all—every one of us—check Choice ‘A ’ on
every question—every one of them.” «
“ Huh?” said his classmates.
“ Oh, I know that Choice ‘A ’ can’t be the right answer to
every question,” said Choate. “ But what’s the difference? Mr.
Crimscott marks on the curve. If we all check the same ans
wers, then we all get the same score, and everybody in the class
gets a ‘C ’ .”
“ Hmm,” said his classmates.
“ So why should we knock ourselves out studying?” said
Choate. “ Let’s get out of here and have a ball!”
So they all ran out and lit Marlboro Cigarettes and had a
ball, as indeed, you will too when you light a Marlboro, for if
there ever was a cigarette to lift the spirit and gladden the
heart, to dispel the shades of night, to knot up the ravelled
sleeve of care, to put spring in your gait and roses in your
cheeks, it is filtered Marlboros—firm and pure and fragrant and
filled with rich, natural, golden tobacco. And, what’s more, this
darlin’ smoke comes in soft packs that are actually soft and
flip-top boxes that actually flip.
Well sir, the next morning the whole class did what Choate
said, and, sure enough, they all got ‘C ’s, and they picked Choate
up and carried him on their shoulders and sang “ For He’s a
Jolly Good Fellow” and plied him with sweetmeats and Marl
boros and girls and put on buttons which said “ I DOTE ON
CHOATE.”
But they were celebrating too soon. Because the next time
shrewd old Mr. Crimscott gave them a test, he did not give
them one hundred multiple choice questions. He only gave
them one question—to wit: write a 30,000 word essay on
“ Crime Does Not Pay.”
“ You and your ideas,” they said to Choate and tore off his
epaulets and broke his sword and drummed him out of the
school. Today, a broken man, he earns a living as a camshaft
in

T o le d o .

*

*

*
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A t th e top o f th e curve o f sm oking pleasure, you ’ ll find
Marlboro Cigarettes, available at every tobacco cou n ter in
all fifty States o f th e Union.
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including “ Tom Allison, a 43 goal scorer from Peekskill Military Academy, most of the freshman foot
ball team, and the best lover in the calss” . Haubrick
also reports that he has several boys with experience.
#

Pete Randall

*

The leader in the race for the All-Points trophy
is SAE with 29 points. Next is Lambda chi with 27,
Sigma Beta 17 1/3 and East-West 16 1/3.
*

With snow still on the ground, spring practice
sessions are running almost around the clock in the
Fieldhouse.
Phys Ed classes are held in the morning and
until two in the afternoon. A t noon the golf team
practices for an hour.

After the Phys Ed classes are over, Track takes
over until 3:30. Varsity baseball and tennis have
until 6 :00 and varsity lacrosse practices in the eve
ning.
Bill Haubrich’s freshman lacrosse team usually
practices in the Feildhouse parking lot but if bad
weather occurs, he must find practice time in the
already crowded FH. Freshman baseball also prac
tices in the evening.
*

*

*

There is something about a new coach. Candi
dates who had been cut -the year before have a new
chance to make the team.

More than thirty candidates are out for the team
and most of them show early to get extra practice
before the coach arrives.

Once practice starts, Mooradian’s booming voice
is heard all over the FH, changes in the practice
schedule and disappointment at wild throws or mis
sed grounders.
Competition has been stronger this year than in
most previous years. Most of the starters of last year
are back and very promising sophs are after the vet
erans’ positions.

If the hustle of the practice sessions continue,
UNH should have one of the best teams since 1956
and the NCAA finals.
*

*

*

Whoops Snively’s lacrosse team is also looking
forward to a good season. Thirty two condidates, most
of thef with two years experience, are out for the
team.

One of Snively’s major tasks this year will be to
make up the scoring lost by the graduation of Bo
Dickson.
Dickson, who was second in the nation with 60
points last year, broke Doug MacKenzie’s record of
39 goals with 43 last year. This was the top mark in
the nation.

Dickson and defenseman Marty Glennon played
in the North-South All Star game last spring. Dickson
got one goal.
UNH placed sixth in the Connecticut Relays last
Saturday but W ally Johnson showed himself to be
one of the top trackmen in New England. Twelve
teams participated.

Johnson was second in the broad jump, third in
the low hurdles and was a dash finalist.
Russ Briggs was third in the board jump and
Jeff Reneau was fourth in the two mile. Bill Sullivan
got UN H ’s other point with a fifth in the hammer.
*

*

*

Freshman sports are also in action. The baseball
team has a disappointing 22 candidates. Coach Ted
Conner reports that he has “ two good catchers” .
Bill Haubrich’s lacrosse team has 28 candidates

*

*

The new spring schedules are out. According
to the schedule, on April 30 the golf team has a match
with UConn and Wellesley ( ? ) . This means that eith
er the team will have more candidates than ever,
which they do, or that someone will admit that it is
really Wesleyan they are playing.

The tennis team has 16 candidates, among them
several top new 'p r o s p e c t s .
Coach Bill Olson will rely heavily on Bob
Chase, his top player last spring. Also back are Stu
Reilly, fourth man last year and Wayne Waddington
and Paul Fischer, both of whom played sixth last
year. Guy Holbrook is back from two years ago.
The new prospects include John McAllister, the
intermural champ Weldon Bosworth, Grey Kramer,
Sam Cady and Si Latour.

Meet Your Friends

at

The aspect of new plays, strategy and a new
atmosphere of competition make the veterans work
harder and with more spirit.

This atmosphere has been given UNH by new
baseball coach Andy Mooradian. This is not intended
to slight Hank Swasey who retired last year after 41
years of experience at UNH. It is only to say that
changes bring new desires, hopes and aspirations.

*

La Cantina

ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hours 9-5:30 and by Appoint
ment.
476 Central Ave.
Dover
Telephone SH 2-5719

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on
Repairs of All Types

DANTE’S

Italian Sandwich
Shop
MONDAY — FRIDAY
11:00 a.m. — 1 p.m.
4:30 p.m. — 12:00 p,m,
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
4:30 p.m. — 12:00 p.m.
DELIVERY of SANDWICH
ORDER of FIVE or MORE
10 Jenkins Ct., Durham. NJL
UN 8-2712

W H A T ’S
NEW

THE

IN THE APRIL

A T L A N T IC ?
W illia m S a r o y a n : T h e f a m e d a u th o r of
B o y s a n d G irls T o g e t h e r has written
fo u r playlets for T h e Atlantic. A real
t o u r d e f o rc e .
R a n d a ll J a r r e l l : A l e a d in g li te ra ry
critic offers a detailed analy sis of s o m e
Russian s hor t novels by G o g o l, T u r g e n e v
an d To ls to y.

ENGAGEMENT

RING

WITH

THE

PERFECT

CENTER

DIAMOND

T r u e ar ti s try is exp re ss e d in th e b r il li a n t fa s h io n s ty li ng of
every K e e p s a k e d i a m o n d e n g a g e m e n t ring. Each
s e t ti n g is a m a s t e r p i e c e of de s ig n, r e fl e c t in g th e full b r il li a n c e
b e a u ty of th e c e n t e r d i a m o n d . . . a p e r f e c t
g e m of f la w le s s clarity, f in e c o l o r and

R a lp h M c G ill: A po ig n a n t s tu d y of the
effects of se ctionalism, t h e Ku Klux
Klan, t he de pre ss io n an d w a r years on
th e S ou t h .

m e t i c u l o u s m o d e r n cut.

ALSO

A u t h o r i z e d K e e p s a k e J e w e le r s m a y be liste d in th e
Y e llo w P ages. V is it o n e in y o u r area a n d c h o o s e fr o m
m a n y b e a u t if u l styles , e a c h w it h th e n a m e “ K e e p s a k e "
in th e r in g a n d on th e ta g.

" L a b o r ’s W e lfa re S ta te ” : In t he first of
a series of labor unio n profiles, A. H.
Raskin looks at N e w Y o r k 's Local 3 of
th e Electrical W o r k e r s ’ u n io n —
first un io n local to establi
a 25 -h o u r w or k w e ek
T h e pu rs u it of excel
lence is t h e ev e ry d a y
job of T h e A tl a nt ic ’s
editors be it in fic
tion or fact, poetry
o r p r o s e . In e v e r inc rea si ng n u m b e r s ,
tho se in p u rs u i t of
a c a d e m i c excellence
find in T h e Atla nti c a
cha lle n gin g, e n te r
ta i n i n g a n d en li g h t 
en ing co m p a n io n
Ge t y o u r c o p y toda y.

nH O W

TO PLAN YOUR E N G A G E M E N T

AND W EDD ING

Please send two new b o oklets, " H o w to Plan Y o u r E n g a g e 
m ent and W e d d in g " and " C h o o s in g Y o u r D iam o n d
R in g s ," both fo r o nly 10c. A ls o send sp e cia l o ffe r o f
b e a u tifu l 44 p a g e B ride 's Book.

C O O P E R R in g $500. W e d d in g R ing 50.00.— R IV IE R A R ing
$300. A ls o to 975.— R O B B IN S R in g $150. W e d d in g R ing 50.00.

'V

SALE
NOW

A ll rings a v a ila b le in yellow or white g o ld . Prices a T d H A .
inclu de Fed e ral Tax. R in gs e n la rg e d to show
Gu.„......
b eauty of d e ta ils. ® T r a d e -M a r k registe re d .

.

C it y -

KEEPSAKE D IA M O N D R IN G S. SY R A C U SE 2, N. Y.

